Week Twenty Five: 
1)Have a ten man battle royal with pinfalls only for a shot at your secondary title.  
2)Have a rematch from Rule 24.3 but add a third team to the mix. Your tag belts will be at stake.  
3)Rematch from rule 24.5, but add the winner of 23.3 to the mix to give him his title shot, making it a Triple Triple Match.  
4)Rematch from Rule 24.6 but with a different stipulation.  
5)Your main event will be a six man tag team match. One of the wrestlers involved in Rule 2.4 but did not score the win or get pinned last will form an alliance between the two high flyers brought in Rule 5.3. They should fight the 6.1 high flyer and his two allies mentioned in Rule 8.1. This new alliance will join forces with the stable that opposes the 21.5 winner.  
 
Week Twenty Six: 
1)Have tag team match involving four high flyers that don't normally tag together.  
2)Your secondary champion will face the winner of Rule 25.1 
3)Two Upper Level Stars should face the Rule 23.4 turn coat and one of the tag wrestlers involved in that match that he turned against his partner against. A free agent looking to make an impact should interfere against the two upper level stars and join your big heel alliance.  
4)The Tag Team Champions will defend against one of the teams they fought in Rule 25.3. 
5)A low level singles star who hasn't won too many matches is trying to make a name for himself by joining your heel alliance. He will face a tough midcarder in some kind of gimmick match to show that he is not a joke.  
6)Your Main  Champion will wrestle not one, not two, but three matches in a row against the three man stable formed in Rule 25.5. Your main belt will not be at stake, however.  
 
Week Twenty Seven 
1)Your Tag Team Champions will defend against one of the lower ranked teams on your roster.  
2)One of the wrestlers involved in the match in rule 2.4(that does not hold any titles or is not in your three man stable from rule 25.5, the one who won if applicable) is sick and tired of being kept in the mid card and he declares that it is time for him to break out into the main event scene. Put him in a match against a main eventer of your choosing.  
3)The free agent that made his debut in Rule 26.3 will face one of the wrestlers that he interfered against.  
4)Your secondary champion will have a title defense, against any wrestler of your choosing.  
5)The three man stable form in Rule 25.5 and the spurned friend from Rule 22.6 will face your main champion and three of his friends who have been brought in for this night only.  
 
Week Twenty Eight: 
1)Your future star looking to break out from Rule 27.2 is looking for a challenge. A legend in this sport has accepted an open challenge for this star.  
2)The low level star from Rule 26.5 and the 26.3 free agent will join forces to face the wrestlers the free agent interfered against in that rule.  
3)Your tag team champions will defend against 2/3rds of your three man stable from rule 25.5. If the heel stable win, any combination may defend the titles if you so desire.  
4)Your main champion will wrestle in another tough non-title match this week. The three man stable wrestler that didn't compete in Rule 28.3, the turncoat from rule 23.4 and the wrestler that teamed with him in rule 26.3. After the match, a wrestler who has held belts in many major promotions will make his debut, attacking the champion. This will spark a feud that will last for some time. 

